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SYNOPSIS 
An experimental investigation of erosion of a uniform sand bed by a vertical 
submerged jet shows that the momentum flux of the jet and the d ista nce be tween 
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nozzle and sediment determ ines the rate of scour . Under fully turbulent conditions, 
the re la~ive dimensions of the sccur hole d (:pend onl y upon the t ime pa rame ter and 
the ratio between the fictitious axial jer velocity a t the bed and the fa ll ve locity 
of the sediment particles. There exist two distinct values of this ratio, at which 
the eroding action of the jet becomes particularly effective. 
At the same fT1ean volume fl ux , the erosion rate con be mo re t han doub led by 
pulsations of the jet veloci ty. For the relative distance between nozzle and bed 
investigated, the continuous jet has the least erosion capacity as compared to 
pulsating jets. 
L'etude experimentale de l'affou iJiement d'un lit de sable nature! par un jet 
submerge et vertical montre, que Ia quantite de mouvement et Ia distance entre 
Ia buse et le fond mobile determine Ia loi de c roissance de l'cffou i llement. On 
peut constater que les dimensions relatives de l'afioui ll ement dependent seu lement 
du porametre de temps et de Ia vitesse fict ive sur I' axe du jet au niveau du fond, 
par rapport ~ Ia vitesse de chute des g rains. Pour deux differentes voleurs de Ia 
proportion de ces vitesses, il y a un affouillement extreme a cause du jet. 
Un jet pulsant possede plus que Ia double capacite d' erosion q,J' un jet per-
manent avec le meme debit volume moyen. A Ia distance recherchee le jet per-
manent effectue le minimum de volume d' affouillement compa re aux jets pulsants. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 
Erosion due to a ve rt ical jet represents an extreme kind of sediment transport 
in several respects . The flow characte ristics ne a r the bed, which determine the 
scouring and transport rate, vary rapidly both in space and time. There exist strong 
pressure gradients and fluctuations of the flow in the sta gnation regi on, and there 
is a strong interact ion be tween the form of the scour hole and the flow field pro-
ducing it. All of these factors preclude an analytical treatment of the problem, so 
that recourse has to be token to experimental investigations. 
Although the distance between jet origin and sediment bed cppeors to have a 
major influence on the rate of scour, there exist so for no systematic investigat ions 
of this effect. Rouse [1] has studied erosion due to a plane half-jet at two dis-
tances between nozzle and bed, and an investi gation by Poreh (2) on round jets 
was limited to the ini t iaiion of mo t ion . Therefore, th is study is undertaken to in-
vestigate the influence of the relative nozzle distance and the momentum flux upon 
the rate of scour. 
In p ractical applications, scouring jets are frequentl y subjected to flow pulsa-
tions due to disturbances produced by the jet generator (pumps, propellers, etc.) . 
It can be expected tho! pulsations e xert a strong influence upon the scouring action 
of the jet, since theoret i ca l and experimental studies of pulsa ting flow fields have 
shown a considerable incre a se of i he forces upon the sand pa rtic les, w hich causes a 
corresponding decrease of t ne effective particle settling ve locity [5,6] . In order 
to investigate this effect, the present study has been extended to pulsating jets as 
well. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE 
The experiments were conducted in a circular container with a diameter of 
2 meters, which contained a 50 em deep sand bed of uniform size (mean diameter 
ds = 1.5 mm) covered by 50 em of water (Fig. 1). Along the center line of the 
container, a round submerged jet was induced, at constant mean noz:zle velocities 
uo between 0. 7 and 3. 7 m/ s and at nozzle diameters D of 2, 3, and 4 em. 
The distance l of the nozzle from the undistu rbed sand bed was varied between 
0 and 0. 82 m. In the study of the pulsating jet, a harmonic variation of the mo-
mentum flux was produced by means of a rotating circular disc in the supply pipe, 
driven by a hydraulic motor (Fig. 1). The amplitude and frequency of the stag-
na t ion pressure was measured at a distance of l nozzle diameter downstream of the 
nozzle. The amplitude Lluo , defined as the difference between the maximum and 
the minimum value of the jet velocity, could be varied between 1. 7 and 2.5 m/s, 
and the frequency from 2Hz up to 24Hz. All pulsating-jet experiments were con-
ducted at a constant relat ive distance of 1/ D = 14.5, i.e . , in a rang e within 
which the influence of the mean momentum flux is relatively small. The pulsation 
frequency and amplitude were varied in a first test series, in which the mean jet 
velocity uo = 3 . 7 m/s and the nozzle diameter D = 4 em · were kept constant. 
The profile of the scour hole was measured at several t ime inte rvals with an 
electronic profile indicator (Delft Hydraulics Labora tory) and recorded on an x-y 
plotter. From these profiles, which were taken in two orthogonal radial cuts, the 
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depth at the 
determined. 
bed level in 
center line, the radius of the scour hole and the scour form could be 
The scouring volume was defined as the volume above the undisturbed 
the outer parts of the scour hole (Fig. 2). 
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The investigation determines the relation between the scour hole, described by 
the center-line depth Yo , the radius R , and the scouring volume V , and the 
independent variables: distance I between nozzle and sand bed, nozzle diameter D, 
jet exit velocity uo ' and sediment properties ~ S' d ' as' as well OS time T . 
The dimensions of the container have been chosen sue~ that the influence of the con-
ta,ner walls · is negligible and the water and sediment bodies can be treated as infinite. 
Since the jet flow is fully turbulent and the flow around the sediment particles is 
also considered not to be influenced by v iscosity because of the negligibly small 
thickness of the viscous sublayer as compared to the groin diameter, the influence 
of the sediment characteristics can be described by the mean fall velocity wm of 
single particles in a fluid at rest. With regard to flow characteristics of submerged 
continuous jets, the erosion rote depends only upon the constant kinematic momentum 
flux M(/rsw. Description of the jet pulsation requires two addit ional parameters, 
the Strouhal number for the pulsation frequency S :::: f D/u0 and the amp! itude 
ratio 0( = ~uo/uo at the nozzle. This yields the following functional relation: 
Yo 
I 
R V 
- 1- , T3 1 scour form 
wmT 
,--, 
I ~ 0 , .1_uo) - <f ( M ~ T ~ S, oc ) uo uo 
The experiments show that there is a certain correspondence between the momentum-
flux parameter M"' a·nd the time parameter T• insofar as small momentum-flux 
parameters and large time parameters yield the same volume as correspondingly large 
momentum flux parameters and small time parameters. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCOURING PROCESS 
The block diagram in Fig . 3 gives a physical interpretation of the scouring pro-
cess as an interaction between the flow parameters near the bed and the scour hoi e 
parameters. The magnitude of the relevant flow parameters near the bed together 
with the sediment properties give an indication of the state of movement of the bed . 
Movement of the particles begins, when the momentum-flux parameter M* exceeds a 
certain critical value. For momentum-flux parameters slightly above the critical value, 
the sediment is transported primarily along the bed as bed load (scour hole form I). 
For momentum-flux parameters much larger than the critical value, :here forms a 
marked zone of erosion in the stagnation region and, at larger radial distances, a 
marked region of transport and settling (scour hole form II). For continuity reasons, 
the transport capacity of the deflected jet decreases in the rad ia l direction. This 
leads to deposition along the inner flanks of the scour hole, causing sl id ing of these 
flanks towards the erosion zone in the center and thereby renewed erosion. How-
ever, only the transport rote across rhe highest elevation of the scour profile (control 
section) contributes to the actual increase of the scour volume. After ve ry long 
times, when the variation of the scour volume with time is zero, the erosion process 
has reached a dynamically stable cycle, which is symL~ol:zed by the fe e dback-lines 
A and B; for iet deflections of nearly 180°, the direct feedback C is very pronounced. 
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4. RESULTS FOR THE CONTINUOUS JET 
For a constant kinematic momentum flux Mo/ ~ w' the erosion capacity of con-
tinuous jets shows a strong dependence upon the nozzle distance l . Fig. 4 gives 
experimental values of the final scour-hole volume after very long times, from which 
it can be seen that the given jet produces on absolute and a rela t ive maximum of 
eroded volume. The first maximum is uiven at very la rge distances, when the de-
flected jet barely induces sediment motion and still is not separated from the sedi-
ment bed. When the distance between nozzle and sand bed is decreased, t! ·e de-
flected jet separates from the boundary which causes a corresponding de creme of the 
eroded volume due to the smaller t ransport velocity near the bed. The second maxi-
mum is given by the distance at which, for the separated deflected jet, there exists 
an optimal relation between erosion in the center a nd transport along the inner flanks 
of the scour hole. At still smaller d istances, the flow configuration changes con-
siderably in a sense which leads to a decrease of the transport capacity of the de-
flected jet, therefore the final scour volume decreases. In the region of larger nozzle 
distances, the kinematic momentum flux obviously has a much greater influence upon 
the final scour volume than for small distances. 
During the main phose of the scouring process, the center-! ine depth Yp 
and the scour-hole radius R os well as the scour volume V, show a logarrthmic 
time dependence. Fig. 5 shows the development of the scour volume with time for 
various momentum-flux parameters. For constant time pa rameters, the relative scour-
ing volume V increases :.V-ith the momentum-flux parameter M* . The final values 
for the relative scouring volume V ore given in Fig. 6 as a function of the mo-
mentum-flux parameter. Fig.7 gives the final values of the relative center-line 
depth YO/ I <md the relative scour-hole radius R/ I as a function of the momen-
tum-flux parameter. Since the fictitious center-line velocity of t~e jet at a distance 
I from the nozzle depends linearly upon ..JMo/ g w'; I, the beginning of motion 
can be characterized by a certain ratio of this fictitious center-line velocity . u 4,l 
to the fall velocity wm of the particles, which is in accordance with the experi-
mental results of Poreh and Hefez (2) . Because of the dependence of the axis of 
this figure upon I 2 and I 3, respectively, the maximum values of the final scour-
hole volumes with respect to the variation of distance I are given by the points on 
the curve with a slope of 3/2. All erosion conditions are determined by the value 
of the velocity ratio u~.l/wm. This shows that final scour- hole profiles are geo-
metrically similar for given values of the velocity ratio ut,L / wm. This impl ies 
that under fully turbulent conditions for the jet flow and the flow around the partic-
les, the velocity- and shear-stress distribution at a flat bed (beginning of scouring) 
ore similar at any distance l and depend only upon the axial velocity. In jet 
erosion, the relative profile of the scour hole depends on momentum flux, time, and 
pulsation parameter. 
The values of the final center- I ine depth and the final scour-hole rod ius in Fig.7 
give an indication of the scour-hole dimensions in dependence of the momentum-flux 
parameter. For very small momentum-flux parameters, only the variation in depth 
contributes to the scouring volume. In a certain range of momen tum -flux pa ra neters, 
the radius and the depth show a marked change, which corresponds to the transition 
from one flow configuration to the other. This transition region is also charocter-
ized by a strong decrease of the erosion capacity. The same phenomenon has been 
observed by Rouse in a comparable two-dimensional investigation [1 J . 
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5. RESULTS FOR THE PULSATING JET 
Fig . 8 shows t he variation of the erosion volume wit h time both for the continuous 
jet and the pu lsa ting jet at vor;ous Strouhal numSers and ompl itude ratios. Again 
the results show a logarithmic time de: pendence of the scour volume. For the par-
ticular se t of parameters kept co:1stont in rhe:.e experimenis, the results show a marked 
increase of the erosion rote due to the infivence of the jet pulsation, both with in-
creming amplitude and frequency. \Vhereas the infl uence of the amplitude can be 
expla ined by the corresoancii ng increase of the mean momentum flux, it is interesting 
that the influence of the frequenc y on the erosion is Even more pronounced. It is 
surprising, that o low-frequency jet (2 Hz) with a hi9h velocity amplitude 
(6 u0 = 1.4 m/s) yields the some erosion rates as the continuous jet: . this shows 
clearly, that in accordance with the results in Ref . [4] , the continuous jet can be 
considered as a limiting case of the pulsa t ing jet with the frequency tending towards 
zero. The relative increase of the scour-hole volume for the extreme case f = 24 Hz, 
6u0 = 2. 5 rn/s, and the continuous jet (uo = 3 . 7 m/ s) after about 1000 minutes of 
scouring action is about 110%. 
The experiments conducted so far did not yet lead to maxima of the erosion-rate 
increase and therefore give no clue as to which values of the pulsation parameters cor-
re~pond to op~imol erosion and ~ronsport rates. wh~ther •he pulsat ion inf ll'ences the 
ra ie of erosion by changing the choracteri~tics of the jet or rather by influencing the 
transport capacity can only be concluded from further investigations, which include 
variations of the distance l and the mean velocity uo· 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The investigations show that the erosion of a coarse sand bed by a continuous 
jet depends primarily upon the ratio of the fictitious jet velocity at the level of the 
undisturbed sand bed to the fall velocity of the sediment particles . For a given mo-
mentum flux, there exist two distances from the bed with very different flow con-
figurations for which the scouring action of the jet becomes most effective . It con 
be expected, that similar statements can be mode at least qualitatively for jets with 
an inc I ined axis, as long as there result considerable pressure and velocity gradients 
near the bed. 
Harmonic pulsations of the jets cause a marked increase of the erosion rote as 
compared to the continuous jet of some moss and momentum flux, which depends upon 
the p ul sation frequency and amplitude and probably upon the distance l between the 
nozzle and the amplitude and the sand bed. Since the pulsating flow field is most 
effective in the region of the ~uadrotic relationship between mean-flow velocity 
and resistance farce, further investigations promise to become particularly inter-
esting for coarse grains and small nozzle distances. 
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